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About This Game

Get Ready For A Giant-Sized Adventure!

Welcome to the world of Goliath, an action-adventure about crafting giant robots and punching monsters in the face! After
stumbling through a mysterious rift, you find yourself in a mysterious world consisting of the jumbled fragments of a hundred
dead civilizations. Ruined buildings from 1930s America share space with wrecked pirate ships and the overgrown remains of
spaceships from a far-flung future. Several powerful factions battle for control of this strange and broken land, but even the

strongest among them tremble in fear of the monstrous giants that roam the land. Fortunately, you can build giants of your own!
Search the world for the items you need to craft tools and weapons, including giant robotic suits called Goliaths that will help

you even the odd against the enormous creatures you confront!

To survive among the giant creatures in this dangerous and mysterious world, you must scavenge for resources and create
Goliaths to battle your life. Starting with simple wooden versions, you will learn to create dozens of Goliaths from a variety of

materials: wood, stone, metal and other more unique materials found in the world. Your Goliath can be customized and outfitted
with weapons to create options that are perfect for every situation and players’ preferences. But robots won’t solve every

problem. You’ll also need to craft items and tools, build shelters and fortresses, and choose which factions to side with in the
war that’s sweeping across the land.
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Build A ‘Bot: Learn how to create dozens of robotic Goliath suits from a variety of materials, including wood, stone,
metal and more. Each Goliath can be customized and equipped with a variety of weapons and add-ons that grant new
abilities.

Survive A Savage Land: Gather materials to build the tools needed to survive, including healing salves, protective
fortresses and more. As players explore the world, they’ll learn more complex recipes for better tools and weapons.

A Living World: Explore rolling prairies, dense forests, eerie swamps, frozen tundras and more, all with a complete
day/night cycle and dynamic weather. Weather and terrain will affect how each Goliath type performs, so make sure you
have the right machine for the job!

Choose A Side: Several factions vie for control of resources and territory in the world of Goliath. Each faction can
offer different strategic advantages in unique weapon and robot plans, so you must carefully choose which factions to
align with. Broker a peace deal or rally your faction to accelerate the war!

Procedurally Generated World: With procedurally generated environments and quests, the world of Goliath is full of
surprises!
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A failed game. Graphics are cool, but they require a hardware more powerful than the developers have specified, or causes
continuous crashes even with lowest quality, and its a remarkable problem because the software only allows autosaves. If not
were sufficient, there is a limited keybinding options ( announced in Steam forums, not in product ).

Mechanics is good in theory, but has been very bad implemented, specially the crafting systems, the true core of game: there are
a lot of things to collect and elaborate, but only a few items are usefull; so player looting and gather a lot of things that he will
never use. There are more annoying issues about crafting, like weaponry endurance is too poor, or the fact that player can build
robots but not simple boxes or chests, so space for stocking items is restricted without a logical reason.

There is a trade system based on gold coins, but almost all things can be looted or gathered easily for free, and the rest can be
crafted, so there isn't any reason to save gold. There are a lot of chests by everywhere, but just contain items that can be looted,
gathered, made or buyed very easily. The system for upgrade robots is not related with crafting system topics, like blueprints,
tools, parts or workshops; the combat system isn't bad but its basic...

So gameplay turns boring more soon than later: there is no illusion for explore, combat, loot, reward or upgrade; there are many
missions, but not change those facts, and less of 6% players contine after first half of game. Only people who have never played
a video game or played only a little, like children, would like this title, if they have the right hardware to run it. A true pity.
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